Full Lync Features Set

Server, Hybrid & Cloud

Design inspired by Skype

Enterprise Grade

Skype for Business is an enterprise-ready unified communications platform. With Skype for
Business, users can keep track of their contacts’ availability; send an IM; start or join an audio, video,
or web conference; or make a phone call - all through a consistent, familiar interface. Skype for
business is built to fully integrate with Microsoft Office.

Design inspired by Skype

Simpler adoption based on familiarity, without
compromising on features

KEY FEATURES

Enterprise Voice

Eliminating the need for separate PBX systems and simplifying
your system for a big reduction in telephone-related expenses

Office integration

Communicating with people from any of the Office apps,
saving time and helping your people be more productive

Connect people everywhere

Expanding beyond the walls of your business to reach
partners, prospects and customers

Rich meeting experience

Reducing complexity and costs, as well as increasing productivity,
reach, and freedom to work from anywhere

Security and manageability

Modern products for global scale, security, and reliability

In all types of meeting spaces

Suitable for different devices

Customer Testimonial
“We have shifted more than 90 percent of our audio conferencing minutes onto Lync
Server, which has saved Shell considerably.”
“As we deploy Lync 2013 enterprise voice across the entire company, we will save more
than $3 million over the next three to five years.”
“The fact that all the Microsoft applications have the same underlying management infrastructure
is great. It expands the work our administrators can do.”
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